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Russian Book Prize Finalist for
the Lionel Gelber Prize An
Amazon Best Book of the
Month (History) One of the
world’s leading scholars offers
a fresh interpretation of the
linked origins of World War I
and the Russian Revolution
"Lieven has a double gift: first,
for harvesting details to convey
the essence of an era and,
second, for finding new,
startling, and clarifying
elements in familiar stories.
This is history with a heartbeat,
and it could not be more
engrossing."—Foreign Affairs
World War I and the Russian
Revolution together shaped the
twentieth century in profound
ways. In The End of Tsarist

Russia, acclaimed scholar
Dominic Lieven connects for
the first time the two events,
providing both a history of the
First World War’s origins from
a Russian perspective and an
international history of why the
revolution happened. Based on
exhaustive work in seven
Russian archives as well as
many non-Russian sources,
Dominic Lieven’s work is
about far more than just
Russia. By placing the crisis of
empire at its core, Lieven links
World War I to the sweep of
twentieth-century global
history. He shows how
contemporary hot issues such
as the struggle for Ukraine
were already crucial elements

in the run-up to 1914. By
incorporating into his book new
approaches and comparisons,
Lieven tells the story of war
and revolution in a way that is
truly original and thought-
provoking.
The Treaty of Versailles
Greenwood Publishing Group
This year 2014 marks the 100
years centenary of the First World
War, one of the most destructive
and world changing conflicts in
the history of mankind. Learn the
fascinating facts about the First
World War and discover this epic
moment in history. With the fun
illustrations and the unique style
of the 'Simple History' series, let
this book absorb you into a
period of history which truly
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changed the world. Jump into the
muddy trenches of World War I
and on the way meet the soldiers
and leaders of the conflict and
explore the exciting weapons,
tanks, planes & technology of
battle. Illustrated in the popular
minimalist style of today, young
reader's imaginations will come to
life. Simple history gives you the
facts in a simple uncomplicated
and eye catching way. Simple
history is part of an ongoing series,
what will be the next episode?
Designed for children aged 9 -12
Visit the website information:
www.simplehistory.co.uk Build
your collection today!
World War I
Battlefields Campfire
James Joll's study is

not simply another
narrative, retracing
the powder trail that
was finally ignited at
Sarajevo. It is an
ambitious and wide-
ranging analysis of the
historical forces at
work in the Europe of
1914, and the very
different ways in which
historians have
subsequently attempted
to understand them. The
importance of the
theme, the breadth and
sympathy of James
Joll's scholarship, and
the clarity of his
exposition, have all
contributed to the

spectacular success of
the book since its
first appearance in
1984. Revised by Gordon
Martel, this new 3rd
edition accommodates
recent research and an
expanded further
reading section.

German Warships of
World War 1 McGraw-
Hill Education
Presents an overview of
World War I, including its
chronology, origins,
military events, and
political and diplomatic
consequences, and
examines the major
figures involved.
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Ultimate IB&AP History Study
Guide CHANGDER OUTLINE
A Newbery Honor Book - from
the author of The White Stag Life
on the Hungarian plains is
changing quickly for Jancsi and
his cousin Kate. Father has given
Jancsi permission to be in charge
of his own herd, and Kate has
begun to think about going to
dances. Jancsi hardly even
recognizes Kate when she
appears at Peter and Mari’s
wedding wearing nearly as many
petticoats as the older girls wear.
And Jancsi himself, astride his
prized horse, doesn’t seem to
Kate to be quite so boyish
anymore. Then, when Hungary
must send troops to fight in the
Great War and Jancsi’s father is

called to battle, the two cousins
must grow up all the sooner in
order to take care of the farm and
all the relatives, Russian soldiers,
and German war orphans who
take refuge there. “A spontaneous,
lively tale”—The New York Times

The Complete Idiot's Guide
to World War II Bloomsbury
Publishing
Follows the events leading
up to the war, major
campaigns by Allied and
Axis powers, atrocities
committed against civilians,
and consequences.
Modelling WW1 Trench Warfare
Cambridge University Press
World War I: The Definitive

Visual Guide takes you from the
assassination of Archduke Franz
Ferdinand to the Treaty of
Versailles, through beautifully
illustrated and easy to understand
timelines. Recreate the experience
of some of the most prominent
battles, such as the Somme and
Verdun, through compelling direct
accounts from soldiers who fought
as well as civilians who lived
through the First World War.
Marvel at the impressive
weaponry and equipment used
throughout the war, and learn
more about the key figures, such
as David Lloyd George and
Joseph Joffre. Packed with
images, maps, portraits, key
artefacts and unforgettable first
person accounts, World War I:
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The Definitive Visual Guide is an
uniquely accessible military
history of one of the world's most
devastating conflicts.--Provided
by publisher.
American Armies and
Battlefields in Europe Sleeping
Bear Press
Although not as well-known as
the V-1 buzz bomb and the
V-2 missile, the first German
missiles to see combat were
anti-ship missiles, the
Henschel Hs.293 guided
missile and the Fritz-X guided
bomb. These began to see
extensive combat in the
Mediterranean in 1943. In their
most famous use, the Italian
battleship Roma was sunk by a

Fritz-X attack in September
1943 when Italy attempted to
switch sides. The serious threat
posed by these missiles led to a
vigorous but little known
'Wizard War' by the Allies to
develop electronic counter-
measures, the first effort of its
kind. Besides the anti-ship
missiles, the other major
category of German missiles
were the air-defence missiles.
Germany suffered extremely
heavy losses from Allied
strategic bombing attacks, and
German fighter and flak
defences proved increasingly
unsuccessful. As a result, the
Luftwaffe began an extensive

programme to deploy several
families of new air defence
missiles to counter the bomber
threat, including the Wasserfall,
Schmetterling, and others. This
book traces the origins of these
missile programmes and
examines their development
and use in combat. With full-
colour illustrations and detailed
explorations of the stories
behind the missiles, this study
offers a comprehensive
overview of German guided
missiles in the World War II
era.
World War I McFarland
On the morning of Sunday,
June 28, 1914, Archduke
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Franz Ferdinand of Austria-
Hungary was assassinated by
Serbian protestors. This one
event sparked a conflict that
would grow to involve all of
Europe and even the United
States. Readers will find out
how each nation played a
role in World War I, what
life was like for soldiers in
the trenches, how people
around the world felt about
the war, and much more.
World War 1: A Captivating
Guide to the First World War,
Including Battle Stories from the
Eastern and Western Front and
How the Tr Connoisseur's Books
Covering British, French and

German trenches of the Western
Front, Modelling WW1 Trench
Warfare includes the different
construction, materials and repair
methods used during the conflict.
Each chapter includes the
historical background, together
with step-by-step instructions.
With over 300 photographs, this
book covers why trenches were a
necessity to save lives and how
they adapted through the war.
Instructions are given on how to
build models of British 'ideal' and
typical trenches, a wet soil trench,
improved shell hole, front line
dugout, tunnels and mines, and a
hospital tent. The book includes a
guide to visiting the trenches
today, a trench glossary and useful
measurements at 1:32 scale.

Forever a Soldier Universal-
Publishers
This volume presents a cross-
section of the most common
transport vehicles produced
and used by the German
army. Tanks plus auxiliary
vehicles such as cars,
motorcycles, vans,
ambulances, trucks and
tractors made it possible for
the troops to keep moving.
These lightly armored or
unarmored vehicles--aka
"soft skins"--operated behind
the front lines, maintaining
supply lines, connecting
armies with their home
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bases, and ultimately
determining the outcome of
battle. Beginning with the
development of military
vehicles in the early 1930s,
this volume discusses the
ways in which this new
technology influenced and, to
some extent, facilitated
Hitler's program of
rearmament. Nomenclature,
standard equipment,
camouflage and the combat
roles of the various vehicles
are thoroughly examined.
Individual vehicle types are
arranged and discussed by
the following classifications:

cars and motorcycles; trucks
and tractors; half-tracks and
wheeled combat vehicles.
Accompanied by well-
researched, detailed line
drawings, each section deals
with a number of individual
vehicles, describing their
design, manufacture and
specific use.
The Economics of World
War I Penguin
Expert and stunning
illustrations show in
painstaking detail the uniforms
and their developments for all
the major nations involved in
World War I.
Guide to German Night

Fighters in World War II
National Geographic Books
Fully illustrated, this reference is
compiled from a series of
confidential books produced by
British Intelligence during World
War I.
The Story of Marshall County
Penguin
"Thoroughly researched with
practical information ranging
from train routes and
battlefield tours to museum
details and regional maps this
full-colour guidebook provides
a window into the history of
the Western Front and the
stories of loss and heroism
immortalised in memorials and
cemeteries throughout the
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region"--Back coer.
The American Journey to
World War 1, Reading
Essentials and Study Guide,
Workbook Rowman &
Littlefield
A Must for anyone planning on
visiting the Concentration
Camps of Europe. Contains
street maps showing exact
directions to the sites, walking
routes, road signs, bus and
train information, opening
hours and what remains of the
camps today. Includes 45
Street Maps Over 160 Pictures
Plus...many useful Websites
America and the Great War
Penguin

Leading military historian and
researcher Jonathan Gawne offers
a practical guide to researching
and understanding service in the
U.S. Army during World War II
and shares the techniques he uses
to research archives, libraries,
veteran associations and myriad
other sources of information to
track down the wartime career of
an individual. Includes images of
documents, medals, and maps.

FIRST WORLD WAR
Captivating History
World War 1: A Captivating
Guide to the First World
War, Including Battle Stories
from the Eastern and
Western Front and How the
TrIndependently Published

World War I ABC-CLIO
Provides coverage of the
causes leading to war,
famous battles, weapons,
and the influence on political
and cultural development,
and includes biographical
information on key figures.
The End of Tsarist Russia
Independently Published
Illustrated with detailed
artworks of combat aircraft
and their markings, 'The
Essential Aircraft
Identification Guide:
Aircraft of WWI' is a
comprehensive study of the
aircraft that fought in the
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Great War of 1914-18.
Arranged chronologically by
theater of war and campaign,
this book offers a complete
organizational breakdown of
the units on all the fronts,
including the Eastern and
Italian Fronts. Each
campaign includes a compact
history of the role and impact
of aircraft on the course of
the conflict, as well as orders
of battle, lists of commanders
and campaign aces such as
Manfred von Richtofen,
Eddie Rickenbacker, Albert
Ball and many more.Every
type of aircraft is featured,

including the numerous
variations and types of well-
known models, such as the
Fokker Dr.I, the Sopwith
Camel and the SPAD SVII,
through to lesser-known
aircraft, such as the Rumpler
C.1, and the Amstrong
Whitworth FK8. Each
aircraft profile is
accompanied by exhaustive
specifications, as well as
details of individual and unit
markings. Packed with more
than 200 color profiles of
every major type of combat
aircraft from the era, 'The
Essential Aircraft

Identification Guide: Aircraft
of WWI' is an essential
reference guide for modelers,
military historians and
aircraft enthusiasts.
German Guided Missiles of
World War II Penguin
"The lamps are going out all over
Europe, we shall not see them lit
again in our time." -Sir Edward
Grey, British Foreign Secretary
The First World War, also known
as the Great War, involved over
thirty nations and resulted in the
deaths of millions of young men.
This stunning new book brings
history to life as we see the war
through the eyes of the young
conscripted servicemen on all
sides of the conflict. Introducing
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the advent of tanks, airplanes, air
raids, submarines and gas attacks,
we take a close look at the first
modern war of the 20th Century.
From the assassination of
Archduke Franz Ferdinand in
Sarajevo to the Treaty of
Versailles we see for ourselves
what life was like in the trenches,
on the home front, at sea and in
the air. This is more than just a
history book; it is a fully
illustrated journey into another
age. We follow the fortunes of a
group of young conscripts and
volunteers to discover what life
was really like in the trenches and
how they coped with returning
home after the horrors of the front
line.
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